stantial amounts of money."
The court declared a temporary conservatorship in October 1974,1 and permanent conservatorship that November. 0 Mr. Weingart was present at neither proceeding.I' To excuse his absence, the petitioners presented the court with a medical certificate stating that Mr. Weingart had a moderately severe organic brain syndrome and was, for that reason, not able to attend the hearing.' 2 Once appointed, the managers stopped all payments to the woman who had been living with Mr. Weingart and barred her from seeing him. 1 3 They also transferred substantial sums of money from their control as conservators-subject to conservatorship accounting to the court-to a trust of which they were trustees.' 4 The story of Ben Weingart abounds in procedural unfairness, hidden conflicts of interests, and tragic disregard for the wishes of the ward. Those who, unlike Mr. Weingart, escape surrogate management, ultimately dispose of all of their property through probate. Both surrogate management and probate principally affect the elderly. Both processes often benefit spouses and children-surrogate management by conserving property so that it might later pass to these heirs through probate, and by sometimes increasing the allowances given to them during the ward's life. But unlike probate, surrogate management denies the ward the right to determine the use of property, since it does not follow the ward's previously expressed intent. I argue in this part that even though guardianship proceedings have been conducted with an increasing regard for procedural due process, they fail to protect the ward's property interests. I suggest that better results are possible by substituting probate for the present model of guardianship. Such a change would stress certainty of result, and shift the focus from what is "best" for the ward to implementation of the ward's previously stated objectives as expressed in a "living will." million. The petitioners for conservatorship alleged that Ms. Winston coerced Mr. Weingart's attempt. Ste Hamill, The Ct'nderella' Who Loved Ben Weingart, supra note 5.
8. Hamill, Her Aiht Over a Tycoon' Millions, supra note 5, at 3. 9. Id. at 1. 10. Id. at 1, 3. 11. Id. at 1. 12. Id. 13. Id. at 3. 14. Id.
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A. Inadequacy of Present Guardianship Law
A court imposes guardianship 5 on individuals when it finds that they are unable to care properly for themselves. 16 When a court makes such a determination, it may then appoint a guardian to care for the ward's health. 7 The same guardian, or another court appointee, may assume management control of the ward's property. 8 Both health and property guardianships label the ward as unable to manage,' 9 and substitute a surrogate to act in the ward's best interests. 2 ' But because of broadly drawn standards of incompetence and illusory procedural safeguards in guardianship statutes, courts frequently find an individual incompetent and appoint a guardian where the alleged incompetent is still capable of managing property. And even where a ward is incompetent and does require a guardian, present guardianship statutes do not ensure that the guardian will manage the ward's property in accordance with the ward's wishes. Nor do these statutes ensure that the court will recognize the conflict of interests between the petitioners and the ward. In this section I examine these inadequacies of guardianship statutes. 570-73 (1972) . A later statutory distinction between old age and insanity showed that many legislatures believed that aging itself might bring about functional disabilities creating property management problems. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE § 1435.2 (West 1956) (amended 1976) (word incompetent defined to include "insanity as well as incompetency arising by reason of old age, disease, weakness of mind, or other cause rendering a person unable, unassisted, properly to manage and take care of himself or his property").
In some states, separate provisions exist for the management of the insane--or mentally ill-and of those incompetent by reason of functional disability not traceable to mental illness. The older practice of treating the groups alike was known as guardianship. See, e.g., id. § § 1435.2, 1460-1462 (amended 1959, 1976, 1977, 1978) . The newer process of conservatorship, used for the surrogate management of those incompetent by reason of functional disability, is intended to recognize the difference between insanity and disfunction. See, e.g., id. § § 1701-2201 (West Supp. 1979 
Adjudicating incompetency.
8roadly drawn standards of incompetence. The California Probate Code under which In re Weingart was tried, 2 ' like the current probate statutes of many other states, allowed surrogate managers to be appointed on the basis of broadly drawn standards of incompetence. 22 The standards used in these current statutes, like the standards in the California statute prior to its amendment, presumably reflect a belief that the guardianship process principally benefits the ward. The spe-21. The California law of guardianship was revised after In re Weingart. While the old law allowed a court to appoint a conservator based on broadly drawn standards of incompetence, the new law focuses on the ward's ability to function. Compare CAL. PROB. CODE § § 1435.2, 1460 (West 1956) (amended 1976) (incompetency can arise "by reason of old age, disease, weakness of mind, or other cause rendering a person unable, unassisted, properly to manage and take care of himself or his property") with id. (West Supp. 1979) (person incompetent when "unable properly to provide for his own personal needs for physical health, food, clothing or shelter, and . . .substantially unable to manage his own financial resources"). The new law also no longer allows a court to appoint a conservator for individuals unable to resist "artful and designing" persons, but instead only directs that courts be concerned about whether the ward is capable of resisting "undue influence." Compare id § § 1460, 1751 (West 1956 & Supp. 1975 ) (amended 1976) with id. (West Supp. 1979 ). Moreover, while under the old law courts often considered emotional or psychological instability as valid reasons for the alleged incompetent's absence from the court proceeding, see notes 29-30 infia and accompanying text, the new law provides that these are not valid reasons in most instances, see CAL. PROB. CODE § 1461 (West Supp. 1979) (absence permitted only if "attendance at the hearing is likely to cause serious and immediate physiological damage"). Ifa potential ward's absence is excused, the court must send an official to the potential ward to explain his or her rights. Id. § § 1461.1, .5; see id. § 1461 (official must explain to potentially incompetent person "that he shall have the right to legal counsel of his own choosing, including the right to have legal counsel appointed for him by the court if he is unable to retain one"). The new law strengthens the provision for representation by counsel, see id. § 1461.5, makes counsel more readily available, see id. (court may appoint attorney if alleged incompetent does not have attorney), and provides for automatic periodic review by court investigators, see id. § 1500.1 (1 year after inception of guardianship and bienially thereafter). These new provisions combine a concern for due process in the determination of incompetence with a direction that the court hear the potential ward.
Because of the breadth of discretion allowed by the statute, however, the statute is less effective than it appears on its face. In a case tried by the author under the new law, the trial judge, the Honorable Gerald E. Regan, refused to hear closing argument explaining the new law or applying it to the facts. Disregarding a trial memorandum referring to the new provisions, he found the ward to be susceptible to "artful and designing" persons. Told that this standard was no longer used in the law, the judge instead considered the ward's ability to manage property. Upon asking the conservator whether the ward met the statutory standard of competence and getting a simple "no" in reply, the judge continued the conservatorship. The same judge controlled the appointment of counsel for trial and for any possible appeal. cific standards are broad, e.g., "old age," and tend to encourage value judgments rather than neutral factfinding. For instance, while there is a good deal of controversy on the relevance of age to disfunction, 2 3 the statutory language allows the trier of fact to stereotypically link age and incompetence. 24 Similarly, although the elusive concept of mental illness evokes prejudice among lay persons, 25 the judge or jury can use mental illness in its most prejudicial sense when it becomes a reason for supposedly beneficial intervention through guardianship. "301.82 Inadequate personality. This behavior pattern is characterized by ineffectual responses to emotional, social, intellectual and physical demands. While the patient seems neither physically nor mentally deficient, he does manifest inadaptability, ineptness, poor judgment, social instability, and lack of physical and emotional stamina. "301.6 Asthenic personality. This behavior pattern is characterized by easy fatigability, low energy level, lack of enthusiasm, marked incapacity for enjoyment, and oversensitivity to physical and emotional stress. This disorder must be differentiated from Neurasthenic neurosis (q.v.).
"301.81 Passive-aggressive personality. This behavior pattern is characterized by both passivity and aggressiveness. The aggressiveness may be expressed passively, for example by obstructionism, pouting, procrastination, intentional inefficiency, or stubbornness. This behavior commonly reflects hostility which the individual feels he dare not express openly. Often the behavior is one expression of the patient's resentment at failing to find gratification in a relationship with an individual or institution upon which he is over-dependent."
Responding, perhaps, to criticism, the A.P.A. has eliminated all but the "passive-aggressive" classification from the latest version of its Manual, see id. (3d ed. 1978), and labelled that category as "controversial" and subject to future elimination, id. at K:27. However, the mutability of these definitionts underscores the elusiveness of the concept of mental illness. Id.
One commentator has noted the shifting definition of mental illness as illustrated by the A.P.A.'s changing characterizations of homosexuality. Prior to 1973, he notes, the A.P.A. "considered homosexuality per se a mental disorder. In that year, by a vote of its membership, the Association decided that homosexuality was not a mental disorder. I/Iusogyprocedural safeguards. California law, like current statutes in other jurisdictions, also provided Mr. Weingart with procedural safeguards. But, as for most alleged incompetents, these procedural safeguards were of no help to Mr. Weingart. For example, the law specifically provided for his presence at the hearing, 26 representation by counsel to controvert the petition, 27 and a judicial determination of incompetence. 28 But Mr. Weingart did not appear at either of his two hearings and was not represented by counsel opposing the petition. 29 His case was typical: According to a study by the National Senior Citizens Center, 93 percent of the respondents were not in court when their cases were tried. 3 0 Petitioners in each case presumably presented medical certificates similar to the one filed in In re Weingart, stating that the respondent was unable to withstand the rigors of a courtroom proceeding. In a sense, the medical certificate predetermined a finding of incompetency. The doctor's signature on a statement that the respondent's debility prevented an appearance at the hearing provided the first evidence of incompetency for the trial court. Also, like Mr. Weingart, 97 percent of those in the National Senior Citizens Center's study were unrepresented at their hearings. 3 ' It should not be surprising to find that potential wards who were themselves shunted away from the competency hearing would allow themselves to go unrepresented as well.
Ward's wz'hes and conflicts of interests.
Even where a court properly finds an individual incompetent, guardianship statutes do not ensure that the guardian will follow the ward's wishes or that the court will recognize the conflict of interests between the petitioners and the ward. That the ward earned the money and owns the property subject to the proceedings, and that the ward may have definite and competent plans for its disposition, are of no consequence if the court determines that the ward is presentl' incompetent to manage property. Moreover, nothing in the typical guardianship proceeding recognizes or addresses the potential conflict of interests between petitioners, who may be future beneficiaries of the estate and thus want the estate preserved, and the potential ward, who may want to spend money from the estate. 3 3 Any one of a large number of persons may bring a proceeding to examine the competence of a person alleged to need a guardian. 34 The petitioners are typically members of the family, or near relatives, who are quite likely to benefit from a guardianship which will preserve assets which can be distributed to them when the ward dies. 3 5 Several competing beneficiaries may join in initiating proceedings, agreeing that the estate must be preserved undiminished, but expecting later to contest each other's claims.
In fact, the California Probate Code under which Mr. Weingart's case was tried, like the current probate statutes of many other states, 36 actually encouraged the court to ignore this conflict of interests between the petitioners and the potential ward, since it allowed the court to appoint a conservator for those persons who by reason of old age or other condition were unable to resist "artful and designing" persons. 3 7 While a provision of this nature appears at first blush to focus on the concern that a debilitated person may be victimized, the other provisions concerning mismanagement of property would probably suffice to handle that concern. Instead, the specific reference to "artful and designing" persons calls the court's attention to the relationship between the potential ward and the potential ward's present beneficiaries, and diverts the court's attention from the conflict between the potential ward's interests and the interests of the petitioners. 38 attention on whether Mr. Weingart's younger roommate was "designing," while newspaper reports on the proceedings focused on the avarice of the petitioners. 9 While both considerations bear on the potential ward's need for a surrogate manager, the law appears to exclude from the court's consideration those interests of petitioners which might conflict with those of the potential ward.
Consequently, it appears that present guardianship law is inadequate, both because courts too readily find individuals incompetent, and because there is no guarantee the ward's wishes will be followed even if the ward actually is incompetent. In the next section I explore whether these deficiencies in present guardianship law can be cured under the due process clause of the 14th amendment.
B. Limits of the Due Process Model
Considering the effect of guardianship on a ward, it seems surprising that there is a dearth of cases holding its invocation unconstitutional. 4° Two reasons may explain this void. First, the proceedings have not been viewed as depriving the ward of property; quite to the is on protecting the potential ward's heirs and keepers from the overreaching of third parties and, like the pattern of statutory schemes in the guardianship area, on preserving the assets of the alleged incompetent's estate. Moreover, actual depletion of the estate is not necessary; it is sufficient that a threat of loss exists. Id. at 1089. Seeking to "protect" the alleged incompetent from the influence of a perceived "artful and designing" person, a judge may place the ward's estate in the hands of the petitioners, who may or may not protect the interests of the ward. See, e.g., Guardianship of Estate of Brown, 16 Cal. 3d 359, 546 P.2d 298, 128 Cal. Rptr. 10 (1976). In In re Cassidy's Guardianship, 95 Cal. App. 641, 273 P. 69 (1st Dist. 1928), the court found that the ward's desire to invest in the building business on assurance of "big money" available, in spite of inexperience in the building business, together with inability to carry on a long conversation, formed adequate grounds to appoint a guardian. In In re Olson's Guardianship, 236 Wis. 301, 295 N.W. 24 (1940), the trial court had appointed a guardian for the alleged incompetent solely on the testimony of the petitioner, his niece, in the face of contrary testimony by those who saw him most frequently. The trial court had stated, "If [appointment of a guardian] isn't done now, won't it have to be done sometime in the near future? Probably." Id. at 303, 295 N.W. at 25. The court of appeals reversed, stating" 'Only with great hesitation should courts, by the appointment of a guardian, interfere with the discretion of elderly people, owing no legal duty of support to anyone, in devoting the property accumulated by them to their comfort according to their own tastes. contrary, they have been seen as preserving the property for the ward. 4 " Second, legislation has been altered to provide the kinds of protection in guardianship proceedings which courts often impose when they reach constitutional issues affecting individual rights: notice, hearing, and the right to counsel. 4 2 In this section I explore the constitutionality of surrogate management. Since surrogate management can be seen as a deprivation of liberty or property, I consider its constitutionality under both theories.
Surrogate management as a deprivation of proper.
The imposition of surrogate management is probably not an unconstitutional deprivation of property under the due process clause of the 14th amendment. In the recent past, the Supreme Court has given little protection to property interests, in contrast to the considerable protection it has afforded life and liberty interests. At least since the late 1930s, the Court has accepted a generalized fairness standard of protection for property interests, while insisting on individualized fairness for life and liberty concerns, 4 3 even though the Constitution speaks equallv of life, liberty, and property as protected by due process.' Thus, the state may deprive a person of life and liberty only after a sufficient-and sometimes quite elaborate-individualized procedure, 4 5 while courts normally validate states' legislative determinations as to the disposition of property, even though they may cause individual hardship, if they are rational and basically fair to the entire group governed. 4 6 Consequently, if surrogate man-41. The protection of assets is also stressed in state conservatorship laws. Rohan, supra note 3, at 12.
42. See generally G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWIN, supra note 4; Alexander, supra note 38. Peter M. Horstman has argued that a full adversary hearing on the issue of incompetency would provide the protection needed by those facing guardianship. Horstman, supra note 15, at 231-78. While this protection would be an important step, it suffers from the continuing possibility that the property owner's will may nonetheless be thwarted, since the ward is stripped of control of his property once he is adjudged incompetent.
For further discussion of the due process model and its applicability to civil commitment proceedings, see Task "Under the system of government created by our Constitution, it is up to legislatures, not courts, to decide on the wisdom and utility of legislation. There was a time when the Due Process Clause was used by this Court to strike down laws which were thought unreasonable, that is, unwise or incompatible with some particular agement is characterized as a deprivation of property, courts will probably hold that it is constitutionally permissible, even without the same procedural safeguards provided in a criminal trial. The state need merely adopt a general scheme of guardianship which rationally balances competing economic considerations.
Surrogate management as a deprivation of lzfe/liberty.
But even the life/liberty due process model, with its individualizedjustice, cannot ensure fairness in guardianship proceedings, since its standard is uncertain and totally dependent on procedural vindicaeconomic or social philosophy. . . . The doctrine that prevailed in Lochner, Coppage [and] Adin~s. . . has long since been discarded. We have returned to the original constitutional proposition that courts do not substitute their social and economic beliefs for the judgment of legislative bodies, who are elected to pass laws." Id at 729-30.
To be sure, the Supreme Court once took a more protective view of property interests. It is difficult to state a litmus test to distinguish between property and life/liberty interests, since many economic relationships affect basic personal liberties, and liberty has an economic component. Further, the present dichotomy may not properly represent the original rationale behind the distinction. Chief Justice Stone's famous footnote in United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144 (1938), introduced the dichotomy: "There may be narrower scope for operation of the presumption of constitutionality when legislation appears on its face to be within a specific prohibition of the Constitution, such as those of the first ten amendments, which are deemed equally specific when held to be embraced within the Fourteenth ... "It is unnecessary to consider now whether legislation which restricts those political processes which can ordinarily be expected to bring about repeal of undesirable legislation, is to be subjected to more exacting judicial scrutiny under the general prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment than are most other types of legislation." Id at 152 n.4 (citations omitted).
Stone's point was to distinguish between rights which legislatures would likely champion because they affect a significant political constituency and rights which could only rarely command a legislative majority. Economic concerns of the sort the Court had addressed in its due process heyday were an illustration of the former. The then nascent individual rights of minority groups and persons accused of crime seem to fit the latter. While the present-day distinction between property interests and life/liberty interests, which gives greater protection to life/liberty interests, is consistent with Justice Stone's dichotomy, it may misrepresent the rationale behind the dichotomy. For a further discussion of the relationship between property and liberty, see Reich, supra, at 771-74.
tion. As Justice Frankfurter pointed out in Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath :7 "Fairness of procedure is 'due process in the primary sense.' It is not a yardstick. It is a delicate process and adjustment inescapably involving the exercise of judgment .
"..."48
Procedural due process is an attempt to individualize justice. It accommodates the general interests of society to the individual needs and limitations of the person affected, forbidding that which is unfair, indecent, or shocking to the conscience. Such notions seem to work well in guaranteeing the fairness of the criminal justice system, the principal field of the application of procedural due process. The events relevant to the charged conduct have all taken place in the past and will not change; no one is required to predict the future. The standard of criminality is sharply drawn in most situations. The questions of fact often are questions which average people can answer routinely in their normal lives. The substantive issues are well articulated and procedural protections ensure fairness. But similar procedural protections cannot ensure fairness in guardianship proceedings. As In re Weingart poignantly demonstrates, such standards leave untouched the fundamental unfairness inherent in guardianship proceedings, the subordination of the ward's wishes to the judgment of others.
Moreover, even if one could hope to approximate the ward's intent through guardianship, the adjudication of incompetency simply does not lend itself to precision through procedural protection. In this section I discuss the two reasons why guardianship proceedings do not lend themselves to procedural protection. First, the standards used in guardianship proceedings, unlike those used in criminal trials, cannot be defined. Second, the court in a guardianship proceeding must predict the future, while the criminal justice system examines events which have taken place in the past.
Problem of nebulous standards. The ambiguous standards of the substantive law in guardianship proceedings preclude effective application of procedural due process analysis to guardianship proceedings. In particular, the standard of what is an appropriate ability to manage property is unclear. (1921) , that "in the development of our liberty insistence upon procedural regularity has been a large factor." Id. at 477.
49. "The problem of determining the kind of performance which represents good or poor management is. . . easy at the extremes; in the middle ground no amount of scientific challenges of daily life with assistance from friends and family incompetent because they could not do it alone? Are they incompetent when they make decisions preventing the dissipation of their property but are noticeably less effective than those who managed it before? Are they incompetent if their property management skills are marginal, irrespective of their prior abilities? What does the word "properly" mean in the statutes relating to property management? Do persons whose survival is not in question manage "improperly" if they fail to live up to standards the trial court finds appropriate? How does the court decide on an appropriate standard?
The statutory standards seem to allow definitions of functional ability ranging from simple improvidence in occasional transactions 50 to incapacity to provide for food or medical care for extended periods of time. Since one can almost always find property managers who can improve on a particular owner's management, it is unclear when it becomes appropriate to impose such a manager on an unwilling recipient.:
Problem of predicting the future. Even if the underlying standards could be clarified, due process procedural protection must still fail to ensure fairness. Guardianship laws necessarily attempt to predict future conduct, in contrast to those areas of law concerned with prior events, where the due process approach has been successful. For example, in the typical criminal trial the central question is whether the defendant committed a specific criminal act. As difficult as it may be to reconstruct the past, it is far easier than predicting the future. While the law generally prohibits the state from setting stan- 50. See Note, supra note 33, at 682-83. 51. This inherent problem is further exacerbated by the needlessly ambiguous language found in many of the present guardianship statutes. The "artful and designing" person standard is a prime example of such a statute. Because Mr. Weingart and Ms. Winston were not married, she can be described as an "artful and designing" person. Viewed from that perspective, the question becomes less one of the sincerity of his intentions to support the relationship, and more one of his ability to resist it. What might in other circumstances be described as Mr. Weingart's love, making him want to be near her and to provide for her, becomes his inability to resist her and a statutory reason for guardianship. The needlessness of the "artful and designing" person standard is illustrated by California's rejection of this standard in 1976. See note-21 supra.
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THE LIVING WILL dards of criminality that depend on the prediction of future behavior, 5 2 the focus in guardianship is necessarily prospective. The court is instructed to discern how the potential ward would manage without a guardian. Prior acts provide the basis for initiating proceedings and assist in the prognostication, but the important question is how the respondent will behave after the hearing.
Courts often rely on experts, at least in cases warranting the expense, to help make predictions of future conduct. Physicians (especially psychiatrists) and psychologists often testify. The great weight given to expert testimony introduced by a party when the issues in question are relatively precise has been frequently criticized. 5 3 When, as in guardianship, the issues are hard to define, the influence of experts is probably magnified. Moreover, it is unclear that a scientific basis for prediction exists. Empirical studies demonstrate substantial prediction failures.' For example, experts have frequently overapplied diagnoses of irreversible chronic brain syndrome. 5 5 A recent review of expert testimony about future dangerousness casts grave doubts on the predictive ability of these experts. 5 6 There is no reason to believe that experts can better predict the ability to manage property in the future.
Certainly greater procedural protection may reduce the likelihood of improper adjudication of incompetency. Yet even with the greatest possible procedural protection, the adjudication of incompetency may still be inaccurate. And, if inaccurate, great unfairness is possible under guardianship, where the ward's wishes are so easily lost in the fray. Since present guardianship law cannot be declared 52. "In both [criminal confinement and civil commitment] cases the state decides that society at large will benefit from deprivation of the individual's liberty. But criminal imprisonment normally is imposed only after a defendant has committed or attempted a dangerous act. If a sociologist predicted that a person was eighty per cent likely to commit a felonious unconstitutional, and since its failings cannot be cured by a procedural approach, a more radical restructuring by the legislature is needed. In the next section I examine probate law as a possible substitute for guardianship proceedings.
C. The Probate Model-Substitution of a Living W/llfor Guardianship Proceedings
Guardianship proceedings brought by members of the family against an elderly parent or spouse often look superficially like probate proceedings. The judge very often is a probate judge, and the participants in the proceedings tend to introduce evidence of a failure to properly provide for them as an indication of fiscal mismanagement. But since the ward is still alive probate would be premature. If the issue were posed as a question of traditional inheritance, much of the controversy would be quickly resolved either by the presence of a will or by intestate succession. In this section I contrast probate law with present guardianship law, and suggest how the legislature could use probate law as the basis for authorizing creation of a "living will"-a document which would allow individuals to direct the management of their property in case of future incompetence. If adjudicating incompetency must inevitably be inexact, we can at least ensure that in all cases the wishes of the ward are paramount and explicit.
Formalities ofpirobate as advancing the testator's intent.
Certainty of result is a significant, if not the primary, feature of the law of inheritance. Consequently, fixed rules are commonplace and tend to apply even in the face of countervailing considerations of fairness. For example, in Estate of Moore,; 8 the California Court of Appeals invalidated a will which had been signed at the beginning rather than at the end, although the will complied with all other statutory requirements. There was no question that the document was the decedent's will, yet the court refused to allow it into probate. The court recognized the probable specific unfairness to the decedent's estate, but relied on a broader view of justice, noting that when they are strictly construed, "statutes in the long run promote justice-which is their sole object-by shutting out opportunities of fraud. When they defeat one honest purpose they prevent unnumbered frauds, which in their absence would be feasible and measura-58. 92 Cal. App. 2d 120, 206 P.2d 413 (3d Dist. 1949).
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[Vol. 31:1003 THE LIVING WILL bly safe. ' 5 9 It is easy to find similar examples in the law of formalities which when disobeyed apparently thwart a drafter's intent in the interest of avoiding fraud. 6°A lthough insistence on correct form appears at first to thwart the accomplishment of a property owner's wishes, the purpose of that insistence may actually be the opposite. By providing for a certain result, such rules enable those willing to take the trouble to adopt the proper form to be certain about the outcome of their actions. The formality prevents competing claims of unfairness from becoming issues. If form were not so important, courts would continuously be confronted with the invitation to balance countervailing interests against the precision of the property owner's statement of intent. But instead a court can reject a document when improperly expressedhowever "unfair" that rejection may be-and accept a property owner's statement made in the proper form-however "unfair" its disposition of property may be. In that light, one can understand the court's decision in Estate of Moore, even if the "unfairness" in that case is extreme. Ironically, individual fairness is better effected by rules leading to certain outcomes than by individual adjudication.
Application ofprobate law to guardianship: the living will.
Probate may be an appropriate model for the disposition of property belonging to allegedly incompetent individuals. Legislatures have already committed similar issues involving events after death or incapacity to will-like processes. For example, it is now possible, in some states, to donate one's body, or parts of one's body, upon death. 6 " Some jurisdictions also recognize written declarations directing that life-sustaining techniques be abandoned when death is inevitable. 6 
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July 1979] individuals to file a will-like document nominating a guardian, should there ever be a need to appoint one. 63 A similar device is the power of attorney, which delegates authority for specified acts to named persons; 4 the delegation survives later incompetency of the maker in states which have authorized such instruments. All such statutes leave discretion with the court to choose a guardian, but they allow a person to take responsibility by proposing an arrangement for a fiscal caretaker, should one be required in the future. 6 5 If a similar device existed by which those now alleged to be incompetent could have recorded-their wishes concerning the disposition of their property while they were competent, courts might be spared the type of fraud which the court in Estate of Moore said it avoided, 6 6 but which is certainly possible in today's guardianship proceedings.
Contrast between probate and guardianship. The contrast between probate and present guardianship law is great. First, the intent of a ward is less likely to be followed than is the intent of a decedent. A decedent's previously expressed wishes control the distribution of the estate in probate, except to the extent that there are interests legally enforceable by others against the estate. 6 7 But while guardianship also purports to effectuate the true wishes of the ward, 6 the ward's wishes are not necessarily heeded in practice. 6 9 Second, probate and guardianship also differ because death prevents decedents from enjoying their property, while the law prevents wards from enjoying theirs. Third, in a probate proceeding, those who contest the will do 
68.
For example, guardianship provisions protecting wards from "artful and designing" persons ostensibly protect the ward's true wishes by eliminating undue influence. See notes 36-38 supra and accompanying text.
69.
Under UNIFORM PROBATE CODE § 5-424, for example, the conservator is given broad powers to manage the property, subject only to the rare need for court approval. There is no check by the incompetent on the power of the conservator. so openly, as adversaries. 70 In guardianship proceedings, however, their interests may be hidden behind their roles as petitioners. Finally, third parties cannot generally question the propriety of the distribution of a decedent's estate unless they claim a statutory interest. But in guardianship, "wasteful" earlier distributions can become a principal reason for the declaration of incompetency and for thwarting the ward's intent.
The main difference between probate law and guardianship law, and the principal advantage of probate law, is that while guardianship does not necessarily follow a ward's intent, probate courts seldom interfere with a testator's wishes for property disposition. As we have seen, a primary principle of probate law is to follow the testator's stated intention. 7 ' Wills pass property from the estate to beneficiaries selected by the decedent. Assuming competency to make a will, 72 a testator is free to exercise sound judgment or whim. Except in limited circumstances, 73 a court will not review the property disposition for fairness, or to substitute the court's judgment for that of the testator. 74 Third parties who believe that they should have been preferred to those named in the will are not allowed to contest the court's distribution. 75 Probate and the living will. The advantages and disadvantages of allowing a probate-like prior determination to control the management of property are similar to those of allowing wills to control the 
73.
For an explanation of those instances in which courts deviate from the terms of a will, see note 67 .upra and accompanying text.
74. Even in the absence of a written document, the law prefers not to give courts discretion in the distribution of a decedent's property. Intestacy law provides mechanical formulae for the apportionment of property where a decedent did not leave a will meeting statutory criteria, and courts do not undertake to adjust these formulae in light of what might appear to be fair under the circumstances. See, e.g., UNIFORM PROBATE CODE § § 2-101 to -113 (intestacy provisions). An intestacy statute is the legislature's determination of what is generally fair. In order to reduce litigation and promote judicial economy, this standard is imposed even in the cases where, because of unusual circumstances, inequities result.
75. But the right to pass property by will in a relatively unfettered manner is not unlimited; the state regulates the process in several ways. For example, it provides that interests may be claimed "against the will" because of a desire to protect certain types of people from the testator's total discretion. See note 67 .supra. Also, legal claims against the decedent may generally be collected from the estate. Id Beyond such limits, however, the testator's choice controls.
July 1979] distribution of property after death. There is, of course, the opportunity for improvidence. Even so, one knows that the disposition was determined by the person most able to understand appropriate uses of the ward's wealth and the ward's possible needs for management help-the ward's prior self. The ward's written directions would bind the surrogate manager appointed by the living will, or if the instrument were silent on a particular point, the surrogate would act as he or she believed the incompetent would have intended. Incompetents would have had an opportunity to spell out such concerns in whatever detail they deemed appropriate at an earlier point in life.
In common with a decedent, the incompetent may have legal obligations to others. Present probate laws may be useful in determining these obligations. For example, it is clear that creditors may bring claims against a debtor's estate.1 6 Similarly, spouses have claims to the estate, whether by way of community property or through an elective share. 77 The state exacts taxes, which may be claims against the estate. 8 Probate laws protect other interests by giving homestead exemptions to surviving spouses or dependent children, 79 providing spouses and minor children with family allowances, 80 and granting property allowance exemptions generally, which preserve property for spouses and children in preference to other beneficiaries. 81 If the law allowed individuals to prepare living wills directing the course of their possible future guardianships, then statutes could allow overriding claims to be met as they presently are met by probate law. For example, if a husband made no provision for his wife during his guardianship, the state would direct that the guardian support her. In addition, the continuing needs of the ward might necessitate claims by the ward on others; it might be desirable for a statute to recognize a parent's claim for emergency medical funds from children. In any event, the legislature has ample precedents should it ever choose to recognize claims against living wills which are not presently allowed against decedents' wills.
Further, the living will might significantly reduce adjudicated incompetence. Statistics are difficult to find, but anecdotes indicate that incompetency proceedings are sometimes improperly used to ad- just property concerns among competing claimants. In re Weingart is a case in point. The debts of the conservators and Mr. Weingart's generosity to his roommate were fundamentally altered. It seems possible that if individuals were unable to benefit from a determination of incompetence, they would be less likely to bring such proceedings. Perhaps living wills would shift the concern in incompetency proceedings from control of property to the welfare of the alleged incompetent, a type of case which the apparently self-serving nature of present guardianship proceedings brought by members of the family may actually inhibit. At the very least, the living will would reduce the grievous potential for abuse caused by the inevitably imprecise adjudication of incompetency.
D. Creating and Enforcing a Living Will
The "living will" suggested by this article would direct the course of the testator's guardianship, should such a guardianship become necessary. Enforcement of living wills would hinge on meeting formalities similar to those used in the law of decedents' wills. If the formalities were met, the testator would be certain that the wishes expressed in the living will would be followed. The need to meet a set of formal requirements would usually promote reliance on professional help to write the living will, because of the complexity of competing concerns in arranging a possible future guardianship. This section examines the creation and enforcement of a living will.
Formalities.
Many questions which would otherwise plague the interpretation of living wills, such as the requisite formalities or rules of interpretation, can be satisfied by reference to the law of wills. As we have seen, the law of wills provides a good guide to forced shares of the estate when spousal shares and benefits to pretermitted children and spouses are at issue. 8 3 For instance, just as the surviving spouse is entitled to a share of the decedent's estate, the ward's mate should be able to keep part of the ward's property even if the living will provides otherwise. However, if the testator's statutory duty of support exceeds the income from the forced share, the greater obligation seems appropriate, since it is the amount that would be due from the ward if competent.
But while the maker of a living will may be directly affected by the instrument's provisions, decedents derive no personal benefit from the carrying out of their wills' directions. The maker of a living will, therefore, has a different concern about that instrument than does the testator of a will effective only at death. Consequently, the formalities required for living wills should deviate from those applied to decedents' wills. First, makers of living wills should be encouraged to file them with a public authority, and the act of filing should provide legally binding notice to those who might wish to contest the document. Second, a process should be established to permit individuals to challenge living wills before they become operative. This would allow concerned persons to protest what they considered to be undue influence or overreaching which might indicate functional debility; it would also help to establish that the will was competently made, if no challenge occurred for a substantial time after the will's execution and filing. 85 . Adoption of the insurance concept of incontestability might also be desirable. The law presumes that the holder of a life insurance policy did not intend to defraud the insurer by committing suicide, if5 or more years passed between the initial signing of the policy and the suicide. Similarly, the law might provide that if a person executes a document and is not declared incompetent within a certain period from the date of execution, the competency of the person would be incontestable for purposes of effecting the document. Such a rule would certainly entail some risk, as it does when used in insurance policies. But it would both isitigate the difficulty of establishing prior competence and further the goal of allowing personal responsibility. Also, it would avoid a good deal of litigation and promote relative certainty of result.
86. In re Weingart, No. P-607498 (Super. Ct. Prob. Div. L.A. County, Cal. Oct. 29, 1974), is a case in point.
Discretion of the guardian.
The living will need not dispose of all the testator's property. It could provide, for example, that certain family members were to continue an existing business, manage the stock portfolio, or the like. It could provide for or against support of children in enterprises they might undertake. It might specify the support of loved ones. It could forbid the sale by the guardian of certain assets particularly important to the maker. It could name those to be given management roles and those to be excluded, or it could specify only limited management roles for certain individuals.
But however detailed the living will, it must leave many issues unresolved. 8 7 Much discretion will necessarily pass to the guardian; a provision nominating an appropriate list of alternative guardians is probably equally crucial to avoid the naming of a possibly undesirable guardian by the court. Given the specific directions of other provisions, the surrogates would be free to fill in what they assumed to be the maker's intention.
Challenges to the living will.
Third parties might challenge the living will, as they can a decedent's will, on the grounds that the testator was incompetent or under undue influence when the instrument was executed. Such challenges to a living will, however, should be as generally unsuccessful as they are when made to decedents' wills.
The law requires that to be valid a will must be executed while the maker is competent. Although one might argue that a testator's self-doubts about competency at the time of execution might be the motive for making a living will, the mere act of making a living will should not generally lead to a court finding the maker incompetent. Rather the test of competence for a living will should be as it is in the law of probate. The test of competence used there is sufficient age, the ability to understand the nature of one's acts, the ability to recollect and understand the nature and location of one's property, and the ability to remember and understand one's relations to the persons who have claims upon the testator's bounty and whose interests are 87. Management of one's estate is probably so unique that model wills would be of little use, since it is far more complicated to continue one's affairs than to distribute the wealth they represent. Indeed, the use of a model form is fundamentally inconsistent with the idea of persons taking responsibility for themselves and would likely lead to the types of abuses in the present system. affected by the will. 8 8 Challenges to the probate of wills on the ground of incompetency of the maker are rarely successful. 8 9 The passage of time since making the document generally suffices to indicate that the maker was competent at the time when the instrument was executed. "[I]solated acts, foibles, idiosyncrasies, moral and mental irregularities or departures from the normal" by themselves are insufficient to show incompetency. 90 Similarly generous treatment should be given to living wills, so that the property owner's wishes will be followed.
Third parties might also contend that the maker of the instrument, although otherwise functioning adequately, has fallen under undue influence, and that the living will therefore should be disregarded. The availability of living wills would motivate those concerned about undue influence to challenge the instruments when made, much as they may presently institute proceedings for guardianship or challenge improvidently made gifts. Their failure to challenge the living will soon after its execution should also be probative of the competence of its maker.
Courts should apply the doctrine of substituted judgment 9 -an attempt to determine what the ward would wish if competent-when third parties question the competency of the maker of a living will, just as courts apply the doctrine to similar cases involving decedents' wills. In my opinion the use of the doctrine of substituted judgment is preferable to disregarding a person's wishes altogether, although it shares with the current unsatisfactory law of incompetency the uncertain benevolence of deciding what is in the best interest of someone else. Nonetheless, substituted judgment is better than total disregard of the ward's intent. The terms of a living will could direct decisions about substituted judgment even though that document would be denied direct effect. 
II. THE LIVING WILL AND SURROGATE MANAGEMENT OF

HEALTH NEEDS
This article has concerned itself principally with the disposition of an elderly person's wealth. Guardianships are available for the surrogate management of an elderly person's health needs as well. As a form of involuntary intervention, such "protective" services of all sorts have frightening potential. While comparative data is not available, one would suppose that wards perceive guardianships of their persons, especially those resulting in hospitalization, as greater invasions of personal autonomy than guardianships of their estates. Whether or not this conjecture is true, empirical evidence suggests that involuntary hospitalization may be lethal. 92 The Benjamin Rose Institute, in a study of the effectiveness of protective services, compared an involuntarily hospitalized group with a control group to determine, among other things, how much longer involuntarily hospitalized patients lived. Its findings indicated that the involuntarily hospitalized group died sooner than the control group. 9 3 The study noted the generally recognized belief that people, especially the elderly, resent forced relocation, and that involuntary hospitalization creates very high levels of anxiety. 9 4 In this part I examine the legitimacy of the grounds used to involuntarily commit elderly persons for health reasons, and I discuss how a living will might allow individuals to determine the nature of their health care after they have become incompetent.
A. Grounds for Involuntary Commitment
The decision whether involuntary intervention is necessary to provide medical care is generally made under standards quite similar to, or identical with, those used for property management. 95 Consequently, the vagaries that attend guardianship determinations for property management plague determinations for health care as well. 9 6 The distortion caused by expert testimony is increased, since the testimony of physicians about the ward's need for care appears far more clearly to fall within their expertise, and is therefore proba- bly given greater weight by the court than is a medical prediction of fiscal improvidence. Although testimony as to the health care which can be provided a ward does lie within medical expertise, the question of whether involuntary intervention is needed to provide treatment raises the same problems of prediction that exist in property management cases. 97 Since courts have difficulty distinguishing between the issues, they give excessive weight to medical testimonyf 8 If a guardian is appointed, the health care the guardian provides the ward may vary from simply furnishing nutritional needs and occasional medicine, to having the ward involuntarily committed to an institution. The interests protected by the guardian's intervention are a bit more complex than those protected in the property cases. In addition to protecting wards from their own improvidential inability to provide for their needs-the best interest standard-there may be a specific concern that the wards not commit suicide or harm others. While guardianship laws do not expressly impose these concerns on the guardian, civil commitment law reflects the societal interest in all three by recognizing them as grounds for commitment. 9 9 In this section I consider the legitimacy of involuntarily committing elderly persons because they are dangerous to others or to themselvesgrounds that complicate this article's consideration of a ward's selfdetermination because they introduce significant claims by others.
Dangerousness to others.
The most clearly legitimate claim by third parties is that the ward may be dangerous to others.' 00 Persons committed because they are considered dangerous owe their commitment at least in part to public safety considerations. This type of commitment, however, has been under strong attack recently.' 0 ' Commentators have pointed out that psychiatrists forced to confront the prospect of possible violence from an unrestrained patient have a strong motivation to predict dangerousness, thus obtaining the safety of the patient's incarceration in a neutral hospital.
1 2 While doubts about the relia-bility of psychiatric testimony do not alter the state's concern for public safety, the doubts certainly suggest that involuntary commitment may be an overreaction. Moreover, hospitalization because of feared future dangerousness is similar to criminal preventive detention (incarceration because of feared future criminality). But a belief that a person may be dangerous in the future is not an acceptable ground for criminal punishment. 0 3 A therapeutic approach does not help legitimate the state's claim in the civil area, since dangerousness is not an illness and a dangerous person may not be "treatable." By incarcerating persons thought to be dangerous, the state fills mental hospitals with persons detained for the public welfare without regard to whether they can benefit from treatment.1 0 4
Further, the confusion of interests on this issue has led to the anomaly of laws such as California's Lanterman-Petris-Short Act, 10 5
in which "legal" officials select persons for the mental health establishment and physicians must "diagnose" their dangerousness.' 0 6 The initial decision to treat rather than prosecute is made by a legally trained person who initiates the mental health review, and physicians are then asked to determine whether a person is dangerous. In other words, the treatment decision is made by people trained in the law; the question of criminality is left to physicians.
Because of these problems and others, commitment for dangerousness to others is falling into disrepute. Recent interdisciplinary studies, such as that made by the California Bar's Commission on Law and Mental Health Problems, have concluded that danger to others is not a legitimate ground for civil commitment. 0 7 The state's interest in the protection of the public can be satisfied by the more traditional process of the criminal law.
Dangerousness to self.
The societal concern about suicide 0 raises slightly different issues. The evidence which demonstrates that psychiatrists cannot reliably predict when individuals are dangerous to others does not expressly address the ability of psychiatrists to predict danger to self, though one would suppose that the two are closely linked. In any event, there is a dearth of studies demonstrating the reliability of psychiatric predictions of suicide. Some insight into this form of psychiatric prediction is provided by the change in California law after the adoption of the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act.' 0 9 Prior to this Act, patients thought to be suicidal could be involuntarily incarcerated until rehabilitated. Under the Act, after an emergency 72-hour period," 0 initial involuntary commitment is limited to 30 days; thereafter legal process is required for further incarceration."' A followup study of the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act demonstrated that recertification was very infrequently sought' 1 2 and patients were routinely released. Nonetheless, the study found no suicides among the released group.1
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This limited data suggests that involuntary hospitalization--certainly long term involuntary commitment-was unnecessary to achieve the societal goal of preventing suicide.
Moreover, society's concern about suicide is inconsistent with its ambivalence to other acts proven to be dangerous, though not immediately lethal, to individuals. For example, smoking, publicly condemned as lethal," 4 is not illegal. Similarly, saccharin is generally available despite some concern that it might be a carcinogen.-' It is true that persons are generally free to choose to receive medical care or to reject it."
6 Such choices are routinely afforded in the interest of individual freedom. Further, while the state may have an interest in preventing death, individuals have a strong philosophical claim to determine their longevity. Some have asserted a categorical right to die." 7 Many have asserted such a right under limited circumstances, as is seenin a number of statutes permitting persons to direct termination of life support systems after hope of recovery passes." 8 The California Bar's Commission on Law and Mental Health Problems rejected the danger of suicide as a legitimate reason for involuntary incarceration." 9 Yet the state may argue that in committing an individual to prevent suicide, it acts on the "true" wishes of that individual: In response to committed patients' claims of autonomy, the state might counter that the patients would have wished intervention but-for their illnesses. If the only rationale for intervention in such cases is the "true" intent of the patient, and if only this justification is consistent with society's belief in personal autonomy, then greater effort should be made to discover this intent. A document executed prior to the onset of mental illness, specifying whether the patient actually wanted intervention, should determine whether the patient is committed. In the next section I explore how the living will might serve as such a document.
B. Using the Living Will
A living will competently executed should determine whether a ward can be given treatment involuntarily. Through a living will, wards can, while competent, decide whether treatment is in their best interest. Under the standard approved by the California Bar's Commission on Law and Mental Health Problems as the only legitimate standard for involuntary intervention,1 20 physicians are asked to address the treatability of emotional conditions affecting patients, rather than to predict or treat future dangerousness to self or others. Since a knowledge of a patient's competently made treatment decision is necessary to treat that patient,1 2 1 the living will could, by furnishing this knowledge, determine whether treatment would be supplied. Living wills might also provide advance consent to treat-ment by those who would fear jeopardizing their status or employment through irrational acts more than they would fear the hospitalization designed to cure them. These individuals would file documents to short-cut admission procedures and to facilitate early treatment. 122 The practical considerations making living wills difficult as instruments ofproperp management are dwarfed by the difficulties of attempting to delimit future medical intervention. Forms of treatment change radically from time to time. The quality of institutions and forms of therapy change as well. It is likely that only categorical consent or refusal of any sort of treatment in the living will could withstand the changes brought by time. Nonetheless, some benefits can be obtained through a less-than-comprehensive instrument. For example, some people may particularly fear electroconvulsive therapy, 123 and wish specifically to provide against its administration. Similarly, psychotropic drugs may be anathema to some. Psychosurgery may be particularly unattractive to some but attractive to others. Some may wish to limit the length of involuntary treatment, providing, for example, that involuntary hospitalization should be limited to 3 months whatever its form, or to express a preference for a certain facility if available or a predilection against another.
The importance of the ability to file a binding document controlling future medical intervention is that it transfers control back to the individual and thus relieves possible anxiety about being overpowered when growing old. That the instrument would likely be incomplete, failing to consider all possible alternatives or to reflect advances in medical treatment, should not be as significant as the capacity the instrument gives to people to be responsible for themselves. tive monitoring of the results. Possibly the management schemes provided in some living wills may prove to be unfair to children, parents, spouses, or others. Yet this is equally true of wills. The potential unfairness of wills is outweighed by the importance of providing for individual choice; the same seems true for the living will.
The principal advantage of the living will proposal is that it places the question of what to do with the property and health of a living human being whose judgment can no longer be trusted in the hands of the one person who will surely deal with the problem with the best interests of the incompetent in mind: the individual's prior self. It will at least remove from the judicial process the spectacle of cases in which avarice controls and wards are deprived of their property in the name of benevolence. It will remove doubt as to the most appropriate disposition of property and thus relieve courts and relatives of the burden which they now face in trying to determine the best interests of the ward. It will certainly provide a perceived benefit to those who fear that they will be overwhelmed when they grow old by others who will take control of their lives. The right to determine the future course of health care and the use of possessions would add an important element to the right of individuals to be responsible for themselves.
